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Proposal to Encode Kashmiri Sharada Characters 

in Unicode 

Vinodh Rajan vinodh@virtualvinodh.com 

5-May-2023 

 

The document requests to encode 8 vowel signs for the representation of Kashmiri-specific 

vowels in the Sharada script.  

 

1 Introduction 

Though Sharada was historically prevalent in the Kashmir region of India, the script was 

primarily used to write Sanskrit and works composed in the Kashmiri language are particularly 

rare. This was most probably due to the role of Sanskrit as the main liturgical/scholarly 

language of the region. After the wide-spread adoption of Islam, a modified version of the 

Perso-Arabic script was widely adopted to write Kashmiri. As such, Kashmiri written in Perso-

Arabic is one of the official languages of the Indian Union Territory, Jammu & Kashmir and is 

also one of the 22 federally recognized language of India.  

This lack of wide-spread written literacy of the Kashmiri language in Sharada meant that a 

standardized set of characters to explicitly mark the Kashmiri-specific vowels were never 

properly developed. Though, eventually, several diacritic marks were innovated to mark some 

phonetic behaviors specific to Kashmiri [1]. 

2 Kashmiri in the Devanagari Script 

With the Perso-Arabic script being strongly associated with Islam, contemporary Kashmiri 

Hindus have attempted to use Devanagari to write the Kashmiri language. To standardize the 

Devanagari-based orthography, the Indian government has proposed several new characters 

to be used specifically for Kashmiri. 

The initial recommendations were done in 2002, which added 8 new characters to the 

Devanagari script (4 new vowels and their associated vowel signs) and another revision was 

made in 2009. With 6 new characters (3 vowels and their vowel signs), the revision slightly 

modified the character set to use the newer characters. All the Kashmiri-specific Devanagari 

characters have already been encoded in the UCS. There is also another orthography used for 

Kashmiri that uses a modified version of the 2009 proposal. Here, the characters  &  

denoting ɔ & ɔː are eschewed for Hindi-esque vowels  & . This is the orthography used by 

a few Kashmiri organizations in many of their publications.  

The table below shows all the possible orthographies for the Kashmiri-vowels. It is to be noted 

that Kashmiri in Devanagari can be found using all these orthographies. 

mailto:vinodh@virtualvinodh.com
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IPA ə əː ɨ ɨː e o ɔ ɔː

Transliteration ö ȫ ü ǖ e o ọ ọ̄

2002 orthography 

 

2009 orthography 

 

Modified-2009 

 

Devanagari-conventions for the Kashmiri-specific vowels 

*Most sources transcribe it as /au/ and do not indicate the Devanagari equivalent of the phoneme /ɔː/. 

But it is likely that ॵ was conceived as a shortened form of औ. 

3 Kashmiri in the Sharada script 

Sharada has in recent times seen a revival with several organizations offering free classes to 

increase the literacy in the script. This also includes an initiative to revive Sharada as an 

auxiliary script for the Kashmiri language. However, as noted earlier, Sharada does not 

possess special characters to represent the Kashmiri vowels. To address this, the 

organizations dedicated to Sharada revival have agreed to introduce new signs that will have 

a one-to-one mapping with the existing Devanagari characters for Kashmiri. 

Modified-2009 

 

Sharada 

𑆃𑇋  𑆃𑇋  𑆃𑇋  𑆃𑇋  𑆍𑇌  𑆏𑇌  𑆃𑇋  𑆃𑇋   

𑆑𑇋  𑆑𑇋  𑆑𑇋  𑆑𑇋  𑆑𑇋  𑆑𑇋  𑆑𑇋  𑆑𑇋   

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/International_Phonetic_Alphabet
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Transliteration
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There are at least two regular publications that uses Sharada for Kashmiri and, furthermore, 

two primers have been published to learn the Kashmiri language in the Sharada script.  

4 Representing the Kashmiri Vowels for Sharada in Unicode 

There are several ways these additional Kashmiri vowels can be represented in the UCS to be 

used with the Sharada script. 

4.1 Unification with Devanagari 

The diacritics 𑆙𑇋𑆶  𑆙𑇋𑆶  𑆙𑇋𑆶  𑆙𑇋𑆶  𑆙𑇋𑆶  are explicit adaptations from Devanagari, namely  U+0956,  U+0957, 

 U+093A,  U+0945 &  U+0947. One could potentially assign the script_extension property 

as Shrd to these Devanagari characters. The composite vowel signs 𑆙𑇋𑆶  𑆙𑇋𑆶   𑆙𑇋𑆶  can be 

represented as sequences involving 𑆙𑇋𑆶  U+111B3 and the respective unified vowel sign e.g. 𑆙𑇋𑆶  
= 𑆙𑇋𑆶  U+111B3  U+0947 and the independent vowels can be represented as sequences of the 

base vowel with the corresponding vowel diacritics e.g. 𑆃𑇋  = 𑆃𑇋 U+11183 U+093A.  

However, this has no precedence, and the Unicode convention is to encode script-specific 

vowel signs. This also requires rendering sequences across multiple scripts, which may create 

problem for rendering engines. 

4.2 Legacy Indic Model 

This would be easiest solution in terms of architecture, as it would replicate the ISCII encoding 

model of the original Sharada proposal.  This involves encoding the 16 characters (8 

independent vowels + 8 vowel signs). While this replicates the ISCII model, it would require 

the creation of do not use lists for the new independent vowels. Also, [5] and [3] seem to 

differ in the representation of the independent vowel for ɔ & ɔː - [5] uses /o/ and [3] uses /a/. 

This solution would require duplicate encoding for the variant independent vowels. 

4.3 Encode only Vowel Signs 

The vowel signs in many cases are a simple combination of a base vowel and a combining 

vowel sign. In this case, it should suffice that we encode only the 8 vowel signs and the 

independent vowels are represented as sequences of the already encoded independent 

vowels and the newly encoded vowel signs as shown below. This would avoid the use of do 

not use lists for the new vowels.  

 

Vowel 
Signs 

𑆙𑇋𑆶  𑆙𑇋𑆶  𑆙𑇋𑆶  𑆙𑇋𑆶  𑆙𑇋𑆶  𑆙𑇋𑆶  𑆙𑇋𑆶  𑆙𑇋𑆶   

 U+XXXX0 U+XXXX1 U+XXXX2 U+XXXX3 U+XXXX4 U+XXXX5 U+XXXX6 U+XXXX7 
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Indep. 
Vowels 

𑆃𑇋  𑆃𑇋  𑆃𑇋  𑆃𑇋  𑆍𑇌  𑆏𑇌  𑆃𑇋 / 𑆏𑇌  𑆃𑇋  / 𑆏𑇌   

 U+11183 
U+XXXX0 

U+11184 
U+XXXX1 

U+11184 
U+XXXX2 

U+11184 
U+XXXX3 

U+1118D 
U+ XXXX4 

U+1118F 
U+ XXXX5 

U+11183 
U+XXXX6/ 
U+1118F 

U+XXXX6/ 

U+11183 
U+ XXXX7/ 
U+1118F 

U+XXXX7/ 
 

5 Characters to be encoded 

Due to 4.1 being unsuitable and 4.2 being sub-optimal, 4.3 is appears to be the ideal encoding 

model for the Kashmiri characters. Therefore, the following characters are recommended to 

be encoded. The names of the characters reflect their Devanagari equivalents. The characters 

are to be annotated used for the Kashmiri language and be cross referenced to their 

Devanagari equivalents (and vice versa). 

U+11B60 𑆙𑇋𑆶  SHARADA VOWEL SIGN OE 

U+11B61 𑆙𑇋𑆶  SHARADA VOWEL SIGN OOE 

U+11B62 𑆙𑇋𑆶  SHARADA VOWEL SIGN UE 

U+11B63 𑆙𑇋𑆶  SHARADA VOWEL SIGN UUE 

U+11B64 𑆙𑇋𑆶  SHARADA VOWEL SIGN SHORT E 

U+11B65 𑆙𑇋𑆶  SHARADA VOWEL SIGN SHORT O 

U+11B66 𑆙𑇋𑆶  SHARADA VOWEL SIGN CANDRA E 

U+11B67 𑆙𑇋𑆶   SHARADA VOWEL SIGN CANDRA O 

Character Properties  

11B60;SHARADA VOWEL SIGN OE;Mn;0;NSM;;;;;N;;;;; 

11B61;SHARADA VOWEL SIGN OOE;Mc;0;L;;;;;N;;;;; 

11B62;SHARADA VOWEL SIGN UE;Mn;0;NSM;;;;;N;;;;; 

11B63;SHARADA VOWEL SIGN UUE;Mn;0;NSM;;;;;N;;;;; 

11B64;SHARADA VOWEL SIGN SHORT E;Mn;0;NSM;;;;;N;;;;; 

11B65;SHARADA VOWEL SIGN SHORT O;Mc;0;L;;;;;N;;;;; 

11B66;SHARADA VOWEL SIGN CANDRA E;Mn;0;NSM;;;;;N;;;;; 

11B67;SHARADA VOWEL SIGN CANDRA O;Mc;0;L;;;;;N;;;;; 
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Indic Syllabic Category  

11B60         ; Vowel_Dependent # Mn       SHARADA VOWEL SIGN OE 

11B61         ; Vowel_Dependent # Mc       SHARADA VOWEL SIGN OOE 

11B62..11B64  ; Vowel_Dependent # Mn   [3] SHARADA VOWEL SIGN UE..SHARADA 

VOWEL SIGN SHORT E 

11B65         ; Vowel_Dependent # Mc       SHARADA VOWEL SIGN SHORT O 

11B66         ; Vowel_Dependent # Mn       SHARADA VOWEL SIGN CANDRA E 

11B67         ; Vowel_Dependent # Mc       SHARADA VOWEL SIGN CANDRA O 

 

Indic Positional Category  

# Indic_Positional_Category=Right 

11B61         ; Right # Mc       SHARADA VOWEL SIGN OOE 

11B65         ; Right # Mc       SHARADA VOWEL SIGN SHORT O 

11B67         ; Right # Mc       SHARADA VOWEL SIGN CANDRA O 

# Indic_Positional_Category=Top 

11B60         ; Top # Mn       SHARADA VOWEL SIGN OE 

11B64         ; Top # Mn       SHARADA VOWEL SIGN SHORT E 

11B66         ; Top # Mn       SHARADA VOWEL SIGN CANDRA E 

# Indic_Positional_Category=Bottom 

11B62..11B63  ; Bottom # Mn   [2] SHARADA VOWEL SIGN UE..SHARADA VOWEL SIGN 

UUE 

Collation  

There appears to be no standard collation for the Kashmiri vowel, even in Devanagari. 

L2/08-250 shows: 

𑆃𑇋 𑆃𑇋  𑆃𑇋  𑆃𑇋  𑆄 𑆃𑇋  𑆅 𑆆 𑆇 𑆈 𑆉 𑆍𑇌 𑆍𑇌  𑆏𑇌 𑆏𑇌  𑆃𑇋  𑆐 𑆃𑇋  
[7] shows: 

𑆃𑇋 𑆄 𑆃𑇋  𑆃𑇋  𑆅 𑆆 𑆃𑇋  𑆃𑇋  𑆇 𑆈 𑆏𑇌  𑆏𑇌 𑆃𑇋  𑆍𑇌  𑆍𑇌 
My personal correspondence with the Core Sharada foundation gives the following order. 

𑆃𑇋 𑆃𑇋  𑆃𑇋  𑆄 𑆃𑇋  𑆃𑇋  𑆅 𑆆 𑆇 𑆈 𑆍𑇌  𑆍𑇌 𑆎 𑆏𑇌  𑆏𑇌 𑆐 𑆃𑇋  𑆃𑇋  𑆃𑇋   
None of them agree. The best option would be to simply sort the extended Kashmiri vowels 

after the regular vowels.  

https://www.unicode.org/L2/L2008/08250-n3480-kashmiri.pdf
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6 Confusability with U+111CB 

𑆃𑇋  𑆃𑇋  𑆙𑇋𑆶  𑆙𑇋𑆶  are potentially similar to sequences that include U+111CB SHARADA VOWEL 

MODIFIER MARK. But on closer inspection one can notice that U+111CB does not connect to 

the shiro-rekha (head-line) as seen in L2/12-124, while the Kashmiri vowel diacritics explicitly 

touch the shiro-rekha. U+111CB is also a vowel modifier and not a vowel sign.  

 

From L2/12-124 (Figure 1, page 4) showing U+111CB : 𑆑𑇋  𑆖𑇀𑆪𑆳॑    

 

𑆩𑇋𑆳  𑆑𑇋  (< Devanagari ) 

6 Other Confusables 

U+11B60 𑆙𑇋𑆶  with Devanagari U+093A  ऺ  

U+11B62 𑆙𑇋𑆶  with Devanagari U+0956  ऺ  & Gurmukhi U+0A41  ऺ 

U+11B63 𑆙𑇋𑆶  with Devanagari U+0957  ऺ  & Gurmukhi U+0A42 ੂ  

U+11B64 𑆙𑇋𑆶  with Devanagari U+0947  ੂ  & Grumukhi U+0A47 ੂ  

U+11B66 𑆙𑇋𑆶  with Devanagari U+0945  ੂ  & Gurmukhi U+0A71 ੂ  
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Attestations 

 

Agreement on the usage of Kashmiri Sharada letters between Core Sharada Foundation and 

Sanjivani Sharada Kendra, the two organizations spearheading the revival of Sharada 
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https://twitter.com/CoreSharada/status/1564907370983071745/photo/2 

 

 

https://www.facebook.com/110148770831539/photos/pb.100063908749652.-

2207520000../589589436220801/?type=3 

 

 

 

 

https://twitter.com/CoreSharada/status/1564907370983071745/photo/2
https://www.facebook.com/110148770831539/photos/pb.100063908749652.-2207520000../589589436220801/?type=3
https://www.facebook.com/110148770831539/photos/pb.100063908749652.-2207520000../589589436220801/?type=3
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The following are snippets from the Kashmiri Primer (in Sharada script) published by the Core 

Sharada Foundation [2]. 

d  
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From [2] 
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From [3] 
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From [5] 
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From [6] 
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Printed editions of Kȫśura Praveśikā 
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ISO/IEC JTC 1/SC 2/WG 2 
PROPOSAL SUMMARY FORM TO ACCOMPANY SUBMISSIONS 

FOR ADDITIONS TO THE REPERTOIRE OF ISO/IEC 10646TP

1
PT  

Please fill all the sections A, B and C below. 
Please read Principles and Procedures Document (P & P) from HTUhttp://std.dkuug.dk/JTC1/SC2/WG2/docs/principles.html UTH 

for guidelines and details before filling this form. 
Please ensure you are using the latest Form from HTUhttp://std.dkuug.dk/JTC1/SC2/WG2/docs/summaryform.htmlUTH. 

See also HTUhttp://std.dkuug.dk/JTC1/SC2/WG2/docs/roadmaps.html UTH for latest Roadmaps. 

A. Administrative 

   1. Title: Proposal to Encode Kashmiri Sharada Characters in Unicode  

2. Requester's name: Vinodh Rajan  

3. Requester type (Member body/Liaison/Individual contribution): Individual  

4. Submission date: 03-May-2023  

5. Requester's reference (if applicable):   

6. Choose one of the following:   
 This is a complete proposal: Y  

 (or) More information will be provided later:   

   B. Technical – General 

   1. Choose one of the following:   
 a. This proposal is for a new script (set of characters):   

 Proposed name of script:   

 b. The proposal is for addition of character(s) to an existing block: Y  

 Name of the existing block: Sharada  

2. Number of characters in proposal: 8  

3. Proposed category (select one from below - see section 2.2 of P&P document):   
 A-Contemporary Y B.1-Specialized (small collection)  B.2-Specialized (large collection)   

 C-Major extinct  D-Attested extinct  E-Minor extinct   

 F-Archaic Hieroglyphic or Ideographic    G-Obscure or questionable usage symbols   

4. Is a repertoire including character names provided? Y  

 a. If YES, are the names in accordance with the “character naming guidelines”   
 in Annex L of P&P document? Y  

 b. Are the character shapes attached in a legible form suitable for review? Y  

5. Fonts related:   
 a. Who will provide the appropriate computerized font to the Project Editor of 10646 for publishing the 

standard?  
 

 Vinodh Rajan   

 b. Identify the party granting a license for use of the font by the editors (include address, e-mail, ftp-site, etc.):  
 vinodh@virtualvinodh.com  

6. References:   
 a. Are references (to other character sets, dictionaries, descriptive texts etc.) provided? Y  

 b. Are published examples of use (such as samples from newspapers, magazines, or other sources)   
 of proposed characters attached? Y  

7. Special encoding issues:   
 Does the proposal address other aspects of character data processing (if applicable) such as input,   
 presentation, sorting, searching, indexing, transliteration etc. (if yes please enclose information)? Y  

 Collation & Transliteration (See Proposal)  

8. Additional Information: 

Submitters are invited to provide any additional information about Properties of the proposed Character(s) or Script 
that will assist in correct understanding of and correct linguistic processing of the proposed character(s) or script.  
Examples of such properties are: Casing information, Numeric information, Currency information, Display behaviour 
information such as line breaks, widths etc., Combining behaviour, Spacing behaviour, Directional behaviour, Default 
Collation behaviour, relevance in Mark Up contexts, Compatibility equivalence and other Unicode normalization 
related information.  See the Unicode standard at HTUhttp://www.unicode.orgUTH for such information on other scripts.  Also 
see Unicode Character Database ( Hhttp://www.unicode.org/reports/tr44/       ) and associated Unicode Technical Reports 
for information needed for consideration by the Unicode Technical Committee for inclusion in the Unicode Standard. 
  

 
TP

1
PT Form number: N4502-F (Original 1994-10-14; Revised 1995-01, 1995-04, 1996-04, 1996-08, 1999-03, 2001-05, 2001-09, 2003-11, 2005-

01, 2005-09, 2005-10, 2007-03, 2008-05, 2009-11, 2011-03, 2012-01) 

http://www.dkuug.dk/JTC1/SC2/WG2/docs/principles.html
http://www.dkuug.dk/JTC1/SC2/WG2/docs/summaryform.html
http://www.dkuug.dk/JTC1/SC2/WG2/docs/roadmaps.html
http://www.unicode.org/
http://www.unicode.org/reports/tr44/
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C. Technical - Justification  

   1. Has this proposal for addition of character(s) been submitted before? N  

 If YES explain   

2. Has contact been made to members of the user community (for example: National Body,   
 user groups of the script or characters, other experts, etc.)? Y  

 If YES, with whom? Core Sharada Foundation  

 If YES, available relevant documents: Private correspondence through email  

3. Information on the user community for the proposed characters (for example:   
 size, demographics, information technology use, or publishing use) is included? Y  

 Reference: See proposal  

4. The context of use for the proposed characters (type of use; common or rare) Common  

 Reference: See proposal  

5. Are the proposed characters in current use by the user community? Y  

 If YES, where?  Reference: To write Kashmiri in Sharada. See Proposal  

6. After giving due considerations to the principles in the P&P document must the proposed characters be entirely   
 in the BMP? N  

 If YES, is a rationale provided?   

 If YES, reference:   

7. Should the proposed characters be kept together in a contiguous range (rather than being scattered)?   

8. Can any of the proposed characters be considered a presentation form of an existing    
 character or character sequence? N  

 If YES, is a rationale for its inclusion provided?   

 If YES, reference:   

9. Can any of the proposed characters be encoded using a composed character sequence of either  
 existing characters or other proposed characters? N  

 If YES, is a rationale for its inclusion provided?   

 If YES, reference:   

10. Can any of the proposed character(s) be considered to be similar (in appearance or function)   
 to, or could be confused with, an existing character? Y  

 If YES, is a rationale for its inclusion provided? Y  

 If YES, reference: See Proposal  

11. Does the proposal include use of combining characters and/or use of composite sequences? Y  

 If YES, is a rationale for such use provided? Y  

 If YES, reference: See proposal  

 Is a list of composite sequences and their corresponding glyph images (graphic symbols) provided? Y  

 If YES, reference: See proposal  

12. Does the proposal contain characters with any special properties such as    
 control function or similar semantics? N  

 If YES, describe in detail (include attachment if necessary)   

   

   

13. Does the proposal contain any Ideographic compatibility characters? N  

 If YES, are the equivalent corresponding unified ideographic characters identified?   

 If YES, reference:   
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